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The Grammaring Guide to English Grammar is a resource book on the grammar of Standard British English. It is intended for intermediate to
advanced students of English as a second or foreign language who have already studied the basic grammar of English. It covers the most
important areas of English grammar and concentrates on structures which may cause difficulty at an intermediate level or above. The book
starts with a pretest that helps you identify the areas you need to work on. The pretest is followed by eleven chapters, broken down to a
number of subchapters that each deal with a specific grammar point. The related explanations are accompanied by real-life sample
sentences, timeline diagrams, tables, and quotes. If a similar point or the same point is discussed in a different part of the book, you will find
cross-references to that point. Where appropriate, chapters begin with guiding questions and end with revision questions. Most of the
chapters are followed by exercises, including multiple choice, sentence transformation, error correction, gap filling and matching exercises, as
well as communicative tasks that can be done in language lessons. At the end of the book, there is an appendix which contains a list of the
most common irregular verb forms and the most important spelling rules; a list of the quotes that appear in the book; and a glossary that
defines grammatical terms frequently used in the explanations. The chapters in this book are not arranged in order of difficulty. This way, the
book can be used for quick reference on specific points of interest, as well as for systematic study, either as a self-study grammar book or as
additional material in an ESL/EFL course. No matter which way you use the book, it is recommended that you follow the cross-references,
which will lead you to further information on a given item. The exercises, which come with suggested answers, are best done using pen and
paper. These exercises will not only help you to practise grammar but also to tie grammatical forms to real-world meaning.
Fourth in a four-level corpus-informed grammar series that features a unique combination of useful grammar information written in clear
language with activities that promote more accurate and fluent writing, speaking, reading, and vocabulary usage.
We may all speak the same language, but getting to grips with grammar is the ultimate challenge. You could be puzzled by prepositions,
confused by comparatives, or muddled over modals. Thankfully, this complete visual aid to everything in the English language sets you
straight with a clear and concise format for easy understanding. The rules of English grammar are beautifully presented with eye-catching
illustrations, step-by-step graphics, and straightforward explanations to help you learn. Suitable for English language learners at all levels,
including experienced English speakers looking for a recap of key language points, English for Everyone: English Grammar Guide covers
basic, intermediate, and advanced grammar. There is no stone left unturned when it comes to the English language. All kinds of problems are
solved, including tenses, verbs, adverbs, clauses, superlatives, and questions. You are encouraged to spot patterns and sequences in
language to see the similarities and develop greater understanding. After an intensive review, test yourself with a range of speaking, reading,
and writing exercises to see how far you have come. This essential grammar e-guide is part of DK's English for Everyone series, an exciting
and educational self-study course to build up confidence and fluency. Whether you want to improve your grammar for school, study, exams
(including TOEFL and IELTS), work, or travel, this is the perfect reading companion. Series Overview: English for Everyone series teaches all
levels of English, from beginner to advanced, to speakers of English as a second language. Innovative visual learning methods introduce key
language skills, grammar, and vocabulary, which are reinforced with a variety of speaking, reading, and writing exercises to make the English
language easier to understand and learn. Visit www.dkefe.com to find out more.
The purpose of this book English, like all languages, is full of problems for the foreign learner. Some of these points are easy to explain - for
instance, the formation of questions, the difference between since and for, the meaning of after all. Other problems are more tricky, and
cause difficulty even for advanced students and teachers. How exactly is the present perfect used? When do we use past tenses to be polite?
What are the differences between at, on and in with expressions of place? We can say a chair leg - why not * a cat leg?When can we use the
expression do so? When is the used with superlatives? Is unless the same as if not? What are the differences between come and go,
between each and every, between big, large and great, between fairly, quite, rather and pretty? Is it correct to say There's three more bottles
in the fridge? How do you actually say 3 x 4 = 12? And so on, and so on. Practical English Usage is a guide to problems of this kind. It deals
with over 600 points which regularly cause difficulty to foreign students of English. It will be useful, for example, to a learner who is not sure
how to use a particular structure, or who has made a mistake and wants to find out why it is wrong. It will also be helpful to a teacher who is
looking for a clear explanation of a difficult language point. There is very full coverage of grammar, as well as explanations of a large number
of common vocabulary problems. There are also some entries designed to clarify more general questions (e.g. formality, slang, the nature of
standard English and dialects) which students and teachers may find themselves concerned with.
This teacher resource book is filled with more than 200 communicative, interactive, task-based grammar games that help make learning
grammar fun. All of these grammar activity ideas are keyed to the Azar English Grammar Series, by Betty Schrampfer Azar, and include
complete step-by-step instructions for the activities to add a fun new learning dimension to the classroom. For all ESL grammar teachers.
A Self-Study Grammar Book for Engineers és un llibre d'autoaprenentatge de la llengua anglesa en l'àmbit de les carreres tècniques i, d'una
manera especial, per a l'alumnat universitari dins el camp de les enginyeries. Està dividit en tres mòduls ben diferenciats per a facilitar la
seva utilització i ordenar les unitats a estudiar en funció de les necessitats específiques de l'alumne en cada moment. En un primer mòdul
s'han inclòs 31 unitats de gramàtica i documents específics amb explicacions i exemples bilingües (en català i en castellà), així com exercicis
complementaris i les seves solucions respectives. El segon mòdul conté un total de 13 unitats bàsicques, relacionades amb l'anglès per a
finalitats específiques: anglès per a la banca i les finances, anglès comercial, anglès per a la producció i el transport, anglès per a la
construcció, etc. També en aquest mòdul s'han afegit 6 unitats extres, molt útils com a referència bàsica i sòlida sobre l'anglès americà i
l'anglès britànic, friends and false friends, phrasal verbs i opposites. En el tercer i últim mòdul d'aquest llibre hi ha un apèndix amb material
essencial per a l'aprenent avançat de la llengua anglesa, com per exemple: abreviacions típiques angleses, taules de conversió i càlcul, els
verbs irregulars anglesos traduïts al català i al castellà, el sistema de puntuació anglès, un quadre sinòptic dels temps verbals en anglès, etc.
Al final del llibre s'hi pot trobar la bibliografia i una sèrie de webs i enllaços recomanats per ambdues autores per tal de facilitar el procés
d'aprenentatge de l'alumne en l'anglès com a llengua estrangera i per a finalitats específiques.
Fully comprehensive and user-friendly, this book provides a thorough review of previously learned grammar, together with a strong emphasis
on new areas. Designed for use in class or for self-access, the book is suitable for FCE, CAE or non-exam classes.

Words and Music is a collection of different perspectives on the interplay between words and music in opera librettos, Broadway
musicals, pop, rock, blues and rap lyrics, and video game soundtracks. Topics include the links between sound and sense,
challenges involved in translating song lyrics, the difference between adaptations and parodies, linguistic and cultural analyses of
contemporary song lyrics, the censorship of protest songs, and teaching foreign languages using songs.
English conditionals can be a bit of a challenge for non native English language learners. In this little book you will learn all you
need to know about all of the conditionals, zero, first, second, third and mixed. Yes mixed. The most commonly used conditional of
them all. There are plenty of exercises to reinforce understanding along with good clear instructions on how to use all of them.
From the introduction: Big Grammar Book is jam-packed from cover to cover with a great selection of photocopiable worksheets
taken from the popular EnglishBanana.com website. We wanted to provide teachers with a really useful book of no-nonsense
grammar worksheets that they can dip into and use in class with students at Entry Level (ESOL Core Curriculum Entry Levels 1 &
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2). It is also ideal for students to work with at home since the answers are all printed at the back.
Philosophers and logicians have long debated how best to understand conditional or hypothetical sentences. William G. Lycan has
a distinctive approach to this debate, attending not just to the semantics of such sentences, but equally to their syntax. He shows
how insights from linguistic theory help to illuminate problems about the meaning and function of conditionals. For instance,
philosophers and logicians have had problems analysing the locutions 'only if', 'unless', and 'even if'. Lycan sets out a general
semantic theory of conditionals which works for all such sentences; he assigns meanings to them in a way that explains how and
why those meanings depend upon features of utterance context. According to Lycan's theory the 'if'-clauses refer to items called
'events', 'circumstances', or 'conditions'. Real Conditionals gives at last the definitive presentation of this original approach to a
topic at the intersection of philosophy, logic, and linguistics. Lycan's characteristically lively and witty expository style ensures that
it can be enjoyed by readers from all three disciplines.
This book is intended for teachers of English.
The best-selling workbook and grammar guide, revised and updated! Hailed as one of the best books around for teaching
grammar, The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation includes easy-to-understand rules, abundant examples, dozens of
reproducible exercises, and pre- and post-tests to help teach grammar to middle and high schoolers, college students, ESL
students, homeschoolers, and more. This concise, entertaining workbook makes learning English grammar and usage simple and
fun. This updated Twelfth Edition reflects the latest updates to English usage and grammar and features a two-color design and
lay-flat binding for easy photocopying. Clear and concise, with easy-to-follow explanations, offering “just the facts” on English
grammar, punctuation, and usage Fully updated to reflect the latest rules, along with quizzes and pre- and post-tests to help teach
grammar Ideal for students from seventh grade through adulthood in the US and abroad For anyone who wants to understand the
major rules and subtle guidelines of English grammar and usage, The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation offers
comprehensive, straightforward instruction.
The Grammar Book introduces teachers and future teachers to English grammatical constructions. This highly acclaimed text,
used both as a course book and as a grammar reference guide, is suitable for all teachers of English. What sets it apart from other
grammar books is its unique pedagogical focus: It describes not only how each grammatical construction is formed, but also its
meaning and its use. Grammar is seen to be a resource for making meaning in textually and socially appropriate ways.
This is an adaptation of Essential Grammar in Use for Thai elementary learners.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This book aims at helping learners of English (particularly those whose first language is Chinese) to improve their understanding of, and their
competence in, English grammar. It directly addresses the needs of Chinese learners and takes full account of their first language in helping
them understand how English works by systematically requiring them to think about grammar, and to come up with their own hypotheses
about how it works on the basis of the given data. The book is designed for students' learning on their own as well as in a classroom. Each
chapter is accompanied by a separate 'students' notes', which the students can consult after working through all the data and exercises in
each chapter, to check their own answers and to read further explanations on the grammatical points in question. This book therefore appeals
to the growing number of students learning through self-access, as well as promotes independent learning among those enrolled in
educational institutions. Key features: - Directly addresses the needs of Chinese learners of English - Concise, user-friendly grammar
presentations followed by examples of correct use - Innovative exercises offering learners in-depth practice of key grammar points - Detailed
students' notes section and a full answer key for easy reference - Suitable for use in class, or for self-study
This second edition updates a course which has proven to be a perfect fit for classes the world over. Engaging content and a strong focus on
grammar and vocabulary combine to make this course a hit with both teachers and students. Popular course features have been refreshed
with new content, including the imaginative reading and listening topics, 'Culture in Mind', and 'Everyday English' sections. New for the
second edition is a DVD-ROM with the Level 4 Student's Book containing games, extra exercises and videos featuring the photostories'
characters as well as a 'Videoke' record-yourself function. There is a full 'Vocabulary bank' at the back of the book which expands upon
lexical sets learned in the units.
This book is based on a study of referees' reports and letters from journal editors on reasons why papers written by non-native researchers
are rejected due to problems with English grammar. It draws on English-related errors from around 5000 papers written by non-native
authors, several hundred emails, 500 abstracts by PhD students, and over 1000 hours of teaching researchers how to write and present
research papers. The exercises include the following areas: active vs passive, use of we articles (a/an, the, zero) and quantifiers (some, any,
few etc) conditionals and modals countable and uncountable nouns genitive infinitive vs -ing form numbers, acronyms, abbreviations relative
clauses and which vs that tenses (e.g. simple present, simple past, present perfect) word order Exercise types are repeated for different
contexts. For example, the difference between the simple present, present perfect and simple past is tested for use in papers, referees'
reports, and emails of various types. Such repetition of similar types of exercises is perfect for revision purposes. English for Academic
Research: Grammar Exercises is designed for self-study and there is a key to all exercises. Most exercises require no actual writing but
simply choosing between various options, thus facilitating e-reading and rapid progress. The exercises can also be integrated into English for
Academic Purposes (EAP) and English for Special Purposes (ESP) courses at universities and research institutes. The book can be used in
conjunction with the other exercise books in the series and is cross-referenced to: English for Research: Usage, Style, and Grammar English
for Writing Research Papers English for Academic Correspondence and Socializing Adrian Wallwork is the author of around 30 ELT and EAP
textbooks. He has trained several thousand PhD students from 35 countries to write and present academic work.
The Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary gives the vital support which advanced students need, especially with the essential skills:
reading, writing, listening and speaking. In the book: * 170,000 words, phrases and examples * New words: so your English stays up-to-date *
Colour headwords: so you can find the word you are looking for quickly * Idiom Finder * 200 'Common Learner Error' notes show how to
avoid common mistakes * 25,000 collocations show the way words work together * Colour pictures: 16 full page colour pictures On the CDROM: * Sound: recordings in British and American English, plus practice tools to help improve pronunciation * UNIQUE! Smart Thesaurus
helps you choose the right word * QUICKfind looks up words for you while you are working or reading on screen * UNIQUE! SUPERwrite
gives on screen help with grammar, spelling and collocation when you are writing * Hundreds of interactive exercises
The riveting true story of the women who launched America into space. In the 1940s and 50s, when the newly minted Jet Propulsion
Laboratory needed quick-thinking mathematicians to calculate velocities and plot trajectories, they didn't turn to male graduates. Rather, they
recruited an elite group of young women who, with only pencil, paper, and mathematical prowess, transformed rocket design, helped bring
about the first American satellites, and made the exploration of the solar system possible. For the first time, Rise of the Rocket Girls tells the
stories of these women -- known as "human computers" -- who broke the boundaries of both gender and science. Based on extensive
research and interviews with all the living members of the team, Rise of the Rocket Girls offers a unique perspective on the role of women in
science: both where we've been, and the far reaches of space to which we're heading. "If Hidden Figures has you itching to learn more about
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the women who worked in the space program, pick up Nathalia Holt's lively, immensely readable history, Rise of the Rocket Girls." -Entertainment Weekly

This book provides grammar exercises for students working with a teacher. The book can be used in any order
depending on the personal needs of the students and the exercises are not arranged in order of increasing difficulty, but
are marked with asterisks to indicate their relative degree of difficulty.
English Grammar PracticeESL English - The ConditionalsCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
The Workbook consists solely of self-study exercises, with answers included, providing students the opportunity to
explore and practice grammar independently. It is keyed to explanatory grammar charts in both the Student Book and the
Chartbook. Understanding and Using English Grammar is a classic developmental skills text for intermediate to
advanced English language learners.
English Unlimited is a six-level (A1 to C1) goals-based course for adults. Centred on purposeful, real-life objectives, it
prepares learners to use English independently for global communication. The Teacher's Pack consists of a Teacher's
Book with DVD-ROM. As well as clear teaching notes, the Teacher's Book offers lots of extra ideas and activities to suit
different classroom situations and teaching styles. The DVD-ROM provides a range of extra printable activities, a
comprehensive testing and assessment program and clear mapping of the syllabus against the CEF 'can do' statements.
It also includes the videos from the Self-study Pack DVD-ROM for classroom use.
This book offers a new and in-depth analysis of English conditional sentences. In a wide-ranging discussion, Dancygier
classifies conditional constructions according to time-reference and modality. She shows how the basic meaning
parameters of conditionality correlate to formal parameters of the linguistic constructions which are used to express them.
Dancygier suggests that the function of prediction is central to the definition of conditionality, and that conditional
sentences display certain formal features which correlate to aspects of interpretation. Although the analysis is based
primarily on English, it provides a theoretical framework that can be extended cross-linguistically to a broad range of
grammatical phenomena. It will be essential reading for scholars and students concerned with the role of conditionals in
English and many other languages.
Today's students and teachers want a grammar book that helps the learner make the leap from practice to production.
With 100% new content across all four levels, 'Grammar Practice for .' (3rd edition) meets this need.
Step-by-step grammar explanations with clear examples A wealth of varied practice exercises with write-in space on the
page Tests to monitor students' progress Illustrated with lively cartoons to increase students' understanding An index and
a comprehensive contents list for easy reference For self-study, homework or use in class.
"Conditional sentences” express factual implications, or hypothetical situations and their consequences. There are two clauses in
conditional sentences: Dependent clause: Expresses the condition Main clause: Expresses the consequence This Book Covers
The Following Topics: What are “Conditional Sentences”? Present Real Conditional Sentences Present Unreal Conditional
Sentences Past Real Conditional Sentences Past Unreal Conditional Sentences Future Real Conditional Sentences Future Unreal
Conditional Sentences Continuous Forms of Conditional Sentences Mixed Conditional Sentences 'Were To' - Conditional
Sentences 'Special Force' - Conditional Sentences 'Wish'- Conditional Sentences 'Miscellaneous' - Conditional Sentences
Conditional Sentences: Exercise – 1 Conditional Sentences: Exercise – 2 Summary Sample This: Present Real Conditional
Sentences The Present Real Conditional Is Used To Talk About What You Normally Do In Real-Life Situations. STRUCTURE
[First Part – If / When + Subject + Present Verb…, Second Part – Simple Present] OR [First Part – Simple Present, Second Part – If
/ When + Subject + Present Verb…] Whether Use “If” OR “When”? "If" implies - things don’t happen regularly. “When” implies things happen regularly. If you eat too much fast food, it makes you overweight. Or [It makes you overweight if you eat too much
fast food.] If you put salt on salad, they taste nicer. Or [They taste nicer if you put salt on salad.] When I have free time, I often sit
in the library. [Regularly] Or [I often sit in the library when I have free time.] MORE EXAMPLES: [First Part – If / When + Subject +
Present Verb…, Second Part – Simple Present] If I move to school, I never take my mobile. If you want to be a super-achiever, first
recognize your own capabilities. If it melts, it raises the sea level. If something bad happens anywhere, it is natural to be sad. If
you heat water, it boils. If the office closes early, we definitely go to the library. If you need help, call me. If I don’t come on time,
you are supposed to leave the office. If you feel sleepy, just go to bed. If that isn’t absolute verification, I don’t know what is. If the
contractors fail to achieve the target within the specified period, they are liable to pay damages. If you don't get the first good, be
content with the second good. [Note: Use of Imperative Sentence] If you are working for something with convictions, you are
satisfied. If proper punishment is not awarded to the accused, the faith of the society is shaken in the legal system of the country.
[Note: Use of passive voice – is + awarded, and is + shaken] If uranium is bombarded with a neutron, it absorbs some. If a
Swedish govt. is interested in such a deal at all, Sweden can negotiate for itself a better deal. If a person is abused repeatedly
then that person has the right to object and the right to argue also. If my statement has pained someone then I regret it. If they
have done something wrong that doesn’t mean I have also done something wrong. If the refugee cannot afford to pay, she may
be refused access to the hospital or have her refugee card confiscated. [First Part – Simple Present, Second Part – If / When +
Subject + Present Verb…] I have come to bother you if you don’t mind. We don’t even know if any person by that name exists.
Their wages are cut if they do not report for duty on time. You learn a language better if you visit the country where it is spoken.
Agency works under pressure if one goes by what the ex-Director says. I apologize if at all the article hurt anyone. Power
companies can hike the tariffs if the cost of imported coal rises. Hang me if I am guilty. I meet him if I go there. Butter dissolves if
you leave it in sun. Plants die if you don’t water them. Milk goes off if you don’t keep it in a cool place. Ask the officer if you have
any problems. I don’t mind if you sit in my cabin. Customers get upset if they are being overcharged. I have no problem if her
name is disclosed. They promised to slash power rates if they are elected. Existing laws can be deterrent if a time-based trial is
conducted. Do you mind if I turn on the radio for a while? A death row convict cannot be executed if he is not physically and
mentally fit. A student may not be motivated to work hard if promotion is guaranteed. Many of the deaths can be avoided if bikers
wear the helmet. I go by taxi when the bus is late.
Presents a collection of activities to help foriegn students learn English.
This preparation book for the Cambridge advanced and proficiency exams provides coverage of the structures and vocabulary
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essential for exam success. Grammar is presented clearly and concisely in each unit with integrated vocabulary content, and
varied and challenging exercises.
This flexible course brings together all the tools and technology you expect to get the results you need. Whether teaching general
English or focusing on exams, Prepare! leaves you and your students genuinely ready for what comes next: real Cambridge
English exams, or real life. The Level 7 Student's Book engages students and builds vocabulary range with motivating, ageappropriate topics. Its unique approach is driven by cutting-edge language research from English Profile and the Cambridge
Learner Corpus. 'Prepare to...' sections develop writing and speaking skills. A Student's Book and Online Workbook is also
available, separately.
A new edition of the ground-breaking undergraduate textbook on modern Standard English grammar, now completely rewritten
and updated.
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